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To all .whom it may. concemr ,7“). 
Be it known that I, LUQIUS J. PHELPS, a 

' citizen of l the United States, and a resident of 

IO 

New York,in the county of-New York and State 
of New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Railway Telegraphy,j 
of which the following is a speci?cation. _' ' 

_ The object of 'myinvention is-to provide-a 
means for maintaining telegraphic communi4 
.cation with a moving vehicle-such, for in 
stance, as a railway-car_;-whether"in motion orv 
at rest, over the same telegraph-line on which 
‘are located stations provided with ordinary 
ltelegraph apparatus of any kind--such,for in 

Is 

20 

1 "vibration-signals are employedithe dots and‘ 

30 

‘as 

stance, as Morse telegraph apparatus-with 
out interference with or from the simultaneous 
use of the line for the purpose of telegraphing 
by the Morse or-similar’apparatu's. _ - 

In carrying out myinvention I propose‘ to 
use suitable means fortelegraphingto the train 
by what I sometimes term “vibration -'sig 
nals”-that is to say, signals whose elementary 
portions consist of a series of electrical pulsa-l , 
tions, ‘vibrationsor undulations coming, pref— 
erab1y,‘with a rapidity sui?cient to produce the 
sensation of a musical tone. - - ~ 

In a system of Morse’ telegraphy in which 

dashes may be represented, respectively, by 
musical sounds of a duration corresponding to 
the length of the dots and dashes. 
My present invention has reference more es 

\ " ~> pecially to asystem in which the telegraphing 
to the train may be carried on by vibration 
signals without interfering with the use of the 
line simultaneously ‘for the purpose of tele 
graphing by ordinary Morse‘or other appara 

. b I 

40 

tus connected directly into the telegraphic cir 
cuit. ' - _ ’ a ' _ 

Among other thing's,my-inveution relates to 
a means for setting up the electrical vibra 
tions on the telegraph-circuit,from which they 
are inductively transferred to the vehicle by, 
means of devices-such, for‘ instance, as those 
described in my prior Patents Nos. 312,506 
and 33~i,187—to be read- or received on said 
vehicle on an ordinary telephone-receiver or~ 

- other instrument responsive to such vibra 
tions. . > 

In the present instance I have shown myin-. 
vention ascarried out by means of a conductor 

“ tion. 

mounted upon a vehicle vinpar'allelism to the 
fMorse telegraph circuj't'or line, and connected 
‘ on the vehiclew-ith the receiving; and trans- 
mitting a'pparatus._ ' I‘do not,'however, limit 
myself to'such special devices, since the same 
results‘ may be‘ effected by'the employment of 

--~any‘~aerangemeut that will give an inductive 
:counection betweenthe vehicle and the line; 
without actual contact. 
[My invention consists in the combination, 

with an ele'ctro-magnet having connectionsto 
the circuit, of a vibrator or commutator where 
by the coils of said magnet may be intermit 
tently included in circuit with'a suitable source 
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65 
of electricity and a‘ telegraph-ftrausmitter;~ all 7 
combined so-that th'e extra-or secondary cur 
rents developedin the‘ coil of the magnet when 
the circuit'through said. coils and the gener 
ator is broken by the vibratormay be con 
trolled. by the key, and may act as the electri 
cal pulsations. or-vibr'ations ‘by which vibra 
tion-signals are transmitted._ , Y 
My invention-consists, further, in the c0m~ 

bination, with the telegraph-line having Morse 
apparatus thereon orother suitable telegraph 
apparatus shunted by condensers, of an elec- 
tro-magnet whose coils are connected to the 
lines rheotome or vibrator in a branch around i 
said magnet, a generator of electricity whose 
current is caused to ?ow intermittently in the 
coils by means of the rheotome or vibrator, 
and a key or transmitter for controlling the 
flow to line of the extra or secondarycurrents 
set up 'by the interruption of the circuit of the 
generator through the coils. '_ ,_ 
My invention consists,also,in certaindetailsv 

and combinations of apparatus, that will be 

75 

so 
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described in connection with the aceompany- ‘ 
ing‘drawings. andT then more speci?cally re 
cited-in the claims. - - Figure 1 is a diagram of apparatus arranged‘ 
and combined iniaccordauce with my inven 

' Fig. 2 illustrates tire. application of the 
invention to a wire where it is desired to use 
only'a portion of the same for train telegraph 
ing.‘ Fig.3 illustrates a modi?cation in the 
arrangement of the key, telephone-receiver, 
and electro-magnet, the extra currents from 
which are employed as the electric vibrations. 
for telegrapn'ing ‘to the“ train. Fig. 4 illus 
trates .a form of rheotome or vibratorthat may 

90 
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be used in place of that shown in the other ?g 
ures. Fig. 5 illustrates a modi?cation. 
. Referring to Fig. 1, L indicates a‘ telegraph 
line, including two or more stations, A B D, 

At the stations B D are located telegraph 5 8m. 

with the rheotome mi ‘vibrator, as indicated, 
sothat when the .key is closed the" shunt is. 
completed. and the vibrator will‘themhave 
circuit-through ;the coils and generators}, 
Whenthe key is closed,the rheotome vibrates" 

apparatus of any suitable character, included‘ automatically,beingdrawn forwardwhen the} 
in the line-circuit and normally shunted'by 

_ condensers C, which serve to preserve the.cir-' the contact against which the rheotoine rests 
unit’ for vibration-signals when the line-circuit when ‘out of action, and being thrown inthe 

mis interrupted by the operation of the trans, ‘opposite direction byzitsspring when‘ by 
' mitters'at said stations. ,.In the present ,case 
Ihave shown the stations as provided "with 
ordinary Morse telegraph apparatus, consist- 

. ingot‘, relays R and Morse keys K. j The hair 
_ r 5' tery which charges the line-wire L during corn- -' 

through, the magnet, which will continue as 

circuit’. of the magnet is completed through - 

them-attraction‘ of the: magnet 'thé- magne't’s' . 
circuit is _hroken..- It-will 'thn's beseenithat" 
the rapid ' I'bratio'ns of the. rheot'ome will" 
produce rapid breaks ‘and makes ,of circuit, 

80. 

munication between stations by the.eniploy-_-long ‘as-‘the key-‘is closed, and will resultin 
' - ment of the Morse telegraph apparatus isilndi; throwingupon. the line a series of "extra cur- ' 

Gated at M B. 
‘i'enis from the magnet, each-.one‘of said series 

A railway car-or vehicle (indicated at E) is} ..pas‘sing the line -on_ theinterrnption 'of the 10¢ 
20 provided with a conductor carried parallel to cal circuit‘ at. the vibrator-contact. . By this 

thetelegraph-line L,_and in suitable indudti've, A'ineans,‘ and by the operation of the key,Morse 
proximity thereto, as described in my prior, signals-may. be sent, each. character of the 
~Patent, No‘. 312,506, before‘ referred to. LOn '_ Morse ‘signal; being represented by‘a series of 

- the vehicle is located suitable ap'paratu ‘, for, vibrations-of greater or- less duration,-acco_rd-' 
25, receiving vibration-signals transmitted Iom" 

. .alstation, A, over the line .and inductiyely v 7 Similar apparatus , work,‘ because its circuit through the magnet is. ' g 
:95 transferred to thevehi'cl'e. 

- to that employed‘atlhe, station A mayhelem 
'ployed intelegraphing from the vehicle tothe 

-- 3°.station, though in the present instance I have 

ing to the time that'the key remains depressed. 
-When-_ the key is__jopen,. the 1 vibrator cannot 

open. Anyjother' form- of'rheotonie or‘ vi 
_ brator adapted to rapidly interrupt the ?ow of 

ierred ‘inductively ‘to the line, and composed, - ‘known -form~illnstrat_ed in Fig. 4. 
essentially, of a generator of electricity, L'.B,;1 
a vibrator, vV, consisting'of an‘ electro-magnet lfrom thelvehicleima'y consist of. an ordinary 
whosearmature and coils are included in the telephone, T, placed in a-b'ran'oh toearth from 

~ circuit of the generator, and a transmit-tenor. the back. contact of the key K, whichfbranch ' 4 
key, K, which controls the passage of the in‘ also includes a condenser, G’, whose'function 

current of ,the generator through the' coils or‘: 
shown‘ aqsimple formvof" device for-setting up; ,A ‘might beqeir’iployed-i-as, ‘for instance, *a" 
vibration-‘signals on thecar-ciircuihto betrans.--- ‘ clocbwork?'heotome of the ordinary well 

The"receirer for‘ vibration-signals‘ coining ' 

85, 
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terrupted currents of the generator overthe/ isto' prevent the battery arfromz'; being short‘- . 
car-circuit. The vibration'si'gnalsare received 
.on the car by meansof an ordinary speakingi'; " 

' telephoneqreceiver, T,ij,‘or other instrument 
which is sensitive - or? responsive tot-he else» 

circuitedto ground; I _ y . 

In-Vor'der to prevent'the charge and discharge 
_of the condenser G'l?jom affecting" the tee 

trical vibrations sent from thestation-f'iiuand ‘inthevformaof'hspringff, which, when the 
, 4 5 ‘inductively transferred to the vehicle. Other 

'keyuis depressed,~f makes connection with a 
, devices might~ begused' in place .of 7 those de-j' stop,'b,- connected to the same poleof the con 

‘ Hs'cribed .wfthoutde'parting' from the" invention.‘ 
The station Aicontains the vibration signal . 
~ apparatus. . ; 

denser with thetelephone. _. 
In the position of the-devices shown in Fig. 

.-1, which is supposedito be their normal posi 
50‘ , In the circuit of the line L isshowu an elec! __tion, the line L iscomplete through the appa 

tro-magnet, M, consisting of'a bundle of ?ne" 'ratus at the stations B ‘and; D, and messages 
iron wire- wound with a- continuous coil of 
0O3l‘BB'W1'l‘0_.. "The current from the generator 

, ‘of electricity a, consisting of apgalvanic-bat. 
55' tery or other device, can-:be made to‘?ow‘ln 

‘maybe sent a'nd'receiv'ed over the line by the 
employment-of such apparatus in the ordinary 
ways The condensers G serve the function of 
"also preventing the‘ otherwise sudden‘ changes 

termittently through the coils of-the'maginetby . of 'tension'which would take place 'on the cir 
mcans of a-yibrator'orrheotome consisting in 
‘the present instance of the armature-lever H 
for the electro-magnet' that when against its 

60 back stop completes a shunt or branch circuit 
‘through which theacurrent of the generator 
may ?ow. ' When the armature. is drawn up 
by the ?ow of‘ current, the shunt or branch is 
interrupted, and the extra. current of the coils 

65 ?ows over the line. For the purpose of con 
trolling Tthe ?ow of such extra current, the‘ 
: transmitting-key K may be placed in the shunt 

n 

-.cuit from the opening and closing of the keys 
K by acting as gradnators to cause the current 
to gradually rise and fall from its maximum 
to its minimum tension. _ By this means the 

reduced. 

cates with‘ the operator at station A by using 
his key, so as to establish vibration-currents 
on the vehicle-circuit, which, being induct 

ph0ne,'-‘I.,make the back contact‘ot' the key K . 

disturbing e?‘ects upon the telephone-receivers 
at station A and upon ‘the vehicle are greatly ‘ 

The operator upon the vehicle E communiv 
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e the key K. 

.. 3° 
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ivcly transferred to the line L, flow to a-tele 
phone, T,‘nt station‘ A. Such vibration-sig 
nals ?nd circuit through the condenser U‘, and. = 

K at the Morse telegraph-sta- 5 in case the keys 
tions are open, are inductively transferred 
from one section of line to the other by means 
of condenser G. \\-’ hen the keyKis depressed, 
the branch from line containing the» telephone 
and condenser is disconnected, and at the same 
time a local circuit is formed,.iucluding the. 
coils of the electro-magnet'M, the generator 0, 
the contacts of the vibrator, and the front stop 
of the key. So long as the key-remains de 
pressed this circuit is rapidly made and inter 
rnpted, and at every interruption the extra 
cuirient from the coils of‘ the electro-magnet 
?ows over the line~circnit, thus giving the vi 
bratory or pulsatory current, which, being in 
ductively transferred to the vehicle, produces 
vibration-signals in- the telephone-receiver 
thereon. - * ' 

In Fig. 2 I have'illustrated an arrangement 
that maybe employed where it is desiredto' 
use a portion only of theline_—as,~for instance, 
the section 2 for vibrationsignals-and‘to cut 
otf the section 3 from any effects .of such vi 
bration-signals. In this instance the generator 
a is not in the line-connection controlled" by 

_ The coils of electro-magnet M are 
placed in the line-circuit, as indicated; but on 
the side of'said coils remote from section 2 a 
branch. to earth- is made through a large con 
denser, G’, which serves to out Oh‘ the pulsas 
tions or vibrations originating in the electro~ 
magnet from the section of- line 3. The tele~ 

' phone¢receiver T at station A, for the v'ibra 

‘2 45 

. so 

55 

6o 
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"the key to earth, 

“ be‘ seen, however, 

_ him, 

' when the key is on its back contact. 

tion~signaling apparatus, is connected, as in 
Fig. _1, in a branch from the back contact of 

including: a condenser, G’. 
The apparatus is used in all respects in the 
same way as the‘ apparatus in Fig. 1. ‘It will 

that in this arrangement 
when the ?ow of current of the generator 
through the coils is interrupted such generator 
is not in the circuit over which the extra or 
secondary current from-the coils ?ows. 

In't he arrangement of devices shown in Figs. 
1 and 2 it will be seen that there:_is an oppor 
tunity for the electrical vibrations coming over 
the line to pass in part toearth, avoiding the 
telephone'receiver T when the key is against 

_ its back stop. . This dii?culty can be avoided 
by the employment of suit-able switches when 
the operator at station A is receiving a mes 
sage, but when he is transmitting a ‘message and 
the operator on the vehicle desires to “break I’ 

the telephone will not be affected to its 
fullest extent by the electrical vibrations in 
duced on the line from the vehicle, inasmuch 
as a part may escape to earth through the coils 
a and the condenser 
the same function as the condenser C’inFig. 1. 

> By the arrangement of devices shown in Fig. 
3 I avoid this defect, and force all the vibra 
tion-currents to pass through the telephone 

This I 
do by the employment of a continuity-preserve 

u 

0‘, which in-this case has 

" elcctro- magnet. 

‘to make connection 

_ depressed, 

stop, o,_-.is made, 

ing key having two stops oigcoutacts, one of 
which, when the key is open, closes the hue 
circuit through the telephone, while the other, 70 
when the key is depressed, completes the ow 
cuit through the coils of the extra-current 

These contacts are so ar 
ranged that circuit through veither shall be 
made before contact at the other is broken. In 75 
the depressed position of the key the circuit 
of a local generator through the coils of the 
magnet and the rheotome is inade,while at the 
same time the circuit for the line directly 
through the coils of the electro- magnet is pre 
served. . ' ' , _ 

' The key K is of any suitable mechanical con 
struction,and is arranged so as when depressed 

, with a spring. or lever, m, 
connected to line and normallyresting against 
a stop connected to a branch containing the 
telephone-receiver 'T. ' ‘ ' 
The key K is connected thronghrthegcoils of 

M with a continuation of the line. \Vhen- the 
key is in the position shown, 
plete through the telephone '1‘; but when the 
key is depressed the lineis completed through 
the coils of the eleetro-magnet at the same time 
or the instant before the branch containing the 

80 
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the line is com-' 90 

telephone is broken. " ‘When .the key is fully 95 . 
connection of_ the lever m with a 

which stop-connects-with the 
branch-or shunt circuit,iucluding the genera 
tor a and the contacts of the vibrator, so that 
circuit is completed through the coils of M and 
the key K for the vibrator and generator. 7 
the latter position of the key it will be ob 
served that the circujtfor the line is still in 
tact‘ through the coils of M, so that at every 
interruption of the circuit of the generator 
through. said coils, produced by therheotome 
or- vibrator, the‘ extra current of the coils will 
?ow over the line. ' Other forms of continuity 
preserving keys might be-used for the same. 
purpose. - _ _ . j . 

It is not necessary that the coils of the elec 
tro-magnet M should be in the direct line-cir 
cuit. Its coils may have inductive connection 
with theline-as, for instance, by a condenser, 
C‘, Fig. 5,, which serves to transfer the extra 
current vibrations of the magnet-to the line in 
obvious manner. 
What I claim as my invention is-— 
1. The combination, with the electro-mag 

net M, of ageuerator of electricity'and 2. vi. 
brator or rheotome for producing rapid inter 
ruptions of the ?ow of ‘current of the generator 
through the coils, a transmitting-key, and di~ 
rect connections from the coils of the magnet . 
to a telegraph~circuit, so that the coils shall 
be in the direct telegraph-circuit, as and for 
the purpose described. , “ 

2. The combination, in a vibration-signal", 
apparatus, of an electro-magnet having its 
coils connected in the direct circuit of the line 
or portion of line‘on which electrical vibra 
tions are to be- produced, a branch circuit 
around said coils, including a vibrator or rheo' 
tone for producing rapid interruptions ofcur 

In. 
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rent ?owin'the coils, an armature forthe mag 
net carried by the vibrator, and a key or trans 
mitter. as and for the purpose described. 

3.. The combination, in a vibration-.sigpal 
5 apparatus, of ‘an electro-magnet having its 

coils in the direct line-circuit, an' armature‘ 
for said, magnet coutrollinga branch around 

the purpose described. , 
I0 , 4; The combination, with atelegraph-line. 

‘ L, having two orv more stations provided with 

of the line and shuntediby condensers, of .an 

rectly in‘ the line-circuit, and ‘a vibrator or 
rheotome for'c'om-pleting a branch aroundsaid 
magnet, through which a current from a suit 
able generator may circulate intermittenllyin 
a path including the coils. , .' ' ' 

> » ,5. The combinatiomwith aMorse telegraph 
line, having Morse-apparatus shunted by con-. 
densers,. of a vehicle provided with means 
whereby-signals may he received and trans‘ 
mitted byinduction to and from the line, and 

25 
provided with an electro-magnetiwhosecoils 
are connected directly to line, avibrator or 

. rheotome controllingth'e circuit of a generator 

mitti‘ng-key. 
6. The combination, with the line-circuit 

L, of an electro-magnet in the direct circuit 
of the line,,a_rheotome or vibrator, and a key 
for completing the circuit of a generator of 
electricity through the coils, said circuit in 
cluding the rheotome, the contacts of the key, 
and a branch of the main circuit around the 
_001 s. ‘ . a ' 

y 7. The combination of a telegraph ~line 
stretched parallel to thepath of a vehicle, in 
duction apparatus whereby vibrationssignals 
on the line may be inductively transferred to 
a circuit or connection on--the vehicle, a tele 

1 phone for receiving the wvibration-signals, and 
45 at a station connected with the line-circuit an 

electro-magnet in the direct line-circuit, and 

35 

40 

the same, and atrausmitting-key, as-and for. 

vtelegraph apparatusconnected into the circuit . 

electro-magnet having its coils included di- ' 

a station connected‘ to the line-circuit. and. 

ofelectricit-y through the co_i1s,-and a t_rans-_ 

a vibrator or rheotom'e for intermittently com-- _ 

355,470 

pleting the circuit of a generator of electricity 
_ through the coils of said electro- magnet, where 
by electrical pulsations or vibrations may be 

= produced through the extra or secondary cur 
‘ rents developed in said coils.' ’ 
>‘~ 8-. The combination, with the transmitting 

whereby the charge and discharge of the con. 
derisermay be prevented from passing through 
the telephone;v _ _ _ . ‘ _- I 

9. ‘,The combination, with the continuity 
preservinga- key, of‘ ‘an alternating current 
sonrceconsis‘ting, of a magnet in a connection 
from one stop:of saidkey. in conibination with 
a vibratorzfor causingpulsations of a battery 
current-in the. magnet-coils, and a telephone 
in a OQDQGGlJlOD‘fI‘O'H-I the, normal 101' back stop 

- of said'key, as andfor the purpose described.‘ 
- 10. Thecombination, with the line-L,_of a 
transmitter controlling three branches of the 
line, one containing a. telephone-receiver, the 
otherv thecoilslofvan electro-magnet, and the 
third a generator and ‘contacts of a rheotome ‘ 
or, vibrator, as and for the "purpose-described. 

11. 'The combination, with_a Morse. tele-. 
graph-line having its Morse'a'pparzitus shunted 
by condensers, of a vehicle carrying transmit 
ting and receiving apparatus operating to 

_ transmit and receiyesignalsbyinductivetrans 
‘fer to» and from the line, antelectro-magnet 
having coils connected to the line, a vibrator 
or rheotome controlling the ?ow of current of 
a generator of electricity through the coils, 
‘and a key for controlling the secondary or ex 
tra currents produced by‘ the action of the vi 
brator. ' ' - 

50 

‘key Kaand the telephone and condenser in'a ‘ 
branch fromthe back contact thereof, of a sup 
plemental connection from the same pole of a‘ 

.l'condenser' to which the telephone'is connected, 

60 

.85 
Signed at New York, ‘in the county of New . 

Yorkand State of New York, this 2d day of 
July, A. D. 1886. ' 

‘ Lucius 'J‘. PHELPS‘. 

Witnesses: 
WM. H. Caren, 
WM. HEYBYGABDINER. 


